



It was a curious sensation to be surrounded by fans of the silent film, confessed
Diana Serra Cary, formerly famous as child-star Baby Peggy. She appeared as a special guest of Le Giornate del Cinema Muto 2004. Hollywood, when marketing the sound film, had been very succesful in portaying the old silent film as something of the past, a primitive phase in the development towards the perfect projected illusion. And in going about in their daily business, Peggy and most of her contemporaries forgot the antiquated silent film, at least as a living cultural entity. Many years later one can imagine she was struck by the peculiar resurrection of the silent film audience she encountered in Pordenone. Who were those people with this peculiar interest in ancient movies? They hardly resembled the crowds she used to please on the screen all those years ago.

In a way, I could relate to her amazement. Not, of course, that I was part of the historical audiences that watched silent pictures. But I tried often to picture them. Through the flimsy scattered pieces of evidence that are left I am trying to reimagine the long gone crowds that filled the cinemas. I visited Pordenone on that mission. Not driven by the qualities of the films themselves, but because I was interested in the spectators, for whom the films were meant originally. And basically that is not us. Perhaps apart from a selfappointed visionary such as Dziga Vertov, most filmmakers represented at the 2004 edition of the festival produced films for audiences then and there, and could hardly have dreamt of the prolonged lifespan their products were enjoying in these picturesque surroundings.

The differences between the historical film audiences of the years before the Second World War and the select gathering encountered in Pordenone 2004 are hard to exaggerate. First of all, there is the almost endless variety of past spectators compared to the relatively well defined group of festival visitors. For the largest part they consist of film archivists and scholars, although indeed a clear line between the two is hard to draw. About the academic background of Pordenone visitors I cannot make any solid statements, but literary studies, art history, philosophy and history seem to be the most important disciplines of origin that still mark the different approaches and methodologies in the field. This goes especially for the older generation of film scholars that was responsible for fencing off a new discipline of film or media studies, and more recently even film archiving. The younger generations were often educated in this loosely defined field. And of course the festival itself is one of the products of this process. It started out in the 80s with only a handful of pioneers. Paolo Cherchi Usai recalled that during the first edition of Le giornate there was only one cassette tape that accompanied all the films. So in the end they all knew the music by heart, probably to the point of repulsion. 

One small but interesting category of the Pordenone audience were the local dignitaries, who only showed up at special occasions: the opening and closing events. During the reception after the opening film The General it was quite surreal to encounter real live uniforms, only minutes after Buster Keaton had finally earned hís own stripes. At first I wondered whether it was part of the programme. It was part of a different programme though, also important: maintaining relations with the town elites. It struck me because the same strategies were applied by local cinema exhibitors in the past (and still are). When for instance in October 1925 a new and spectacular movie theatre opened in the Dutch provincial town of Venlo – and without doubt it was basically the same in similar towns the world around –, all the big shots congratulated the celebrating entrepeneur. Town councillors, chief of police, personalities from local industry and business, and also some prominent figures from the film trade. But during regular business days one would not encounter them in the auditorium, and the same goes for our Italian ‘generals’: I have only seen them during the opening ritual.

Both the historical and the current audiences had in common, the quite universal fact that film viewing had and still has a social component. For very different reasons, the movie itself was not necessarily the prime reason for watching it. Going to the silent cinema with friends could be a pastime during which the film was hardly the centre of attention. And visiting the darkened auditorium with a lover might completely obliterate the action on the screen. As far as I could observe, amorous experiences were not what the present-day Pordenone moviegoers were after, at least not in the auditorium. But no one would deny the strong social dimension of the festival that exists mainly outside of the screenings. The informal contacts made and maintained during the Giornate are an important part of the social make-up of the field. Deals are made and jobs are distributed here. And for some visitors these inescapable labours are paramount, accidentally illustrated by the occasional flick. For sure, to most Pordenonians the film screenings themselves do appear to be the central issue. Even more so than for the original audiences, who went to the cinema for fun, not for work.

Work? For a lot of festival visitors this is not just a job thing, it is a passion. For some people early films are what their lives are made of. What on earth else would make them fly all the way to provincial Italy? Apart from the reasons mentioned above: networking and meeting kindred spirits (and also besides the delicious coffee and foodstuffs) it must be a genuine excitement or even an obsession for silent film that draws this special crowd. But could that compare to the enthousiasm of film fans of those bygone days? A teenager infatuated with Mary Pickford is fundamentally different from a modern day spectator watching for example The poor little rich girl (1917). I can imagine this film was meant to be an ordinary man’s glimpse into the world of the very wealthy. Pickford plays the unhappy child in a very rich family, longing for contact with the few ‘ordinary’ people she gets to meet in her golden cage, such as a gang of neighbourhood kids and a street organ player. But like many films from that age, it now offers a glimpse into a world that is long passed, and as such can be exciting for different reasons than the makers imagined.

Clearly, different audiences have different objectives. For instance take the film scholars. The elder generation of academic film scholars largely originated from a different field. Would collegues in established disciplines have accepted film as an object of serious study? They might have looked down on it, at least a few decades ago they did. When carving out a new discipline what one needs is legitimization. This occurred in various manners:one is by distinguishing the high artistic value of the medium. Film is art! Conceived by genius! The film industry itself discovered the sheer value of this claim very early on, and it still works – rightly so. I would not want to argue film possesses artistic qualities, of course it does. But since Bourdieu we know that this also has social consequences: defining something as art adds prestige to those doing the defining. In a different way, the film archivists assign their own bit of sacral quality to the cinema. Nitrate as a revered substance. The silent film as a magical dream of the past.

This might be a caricature of reality. Besides, it was definitely not all high art that was shown in Pordenone. Two grand serial films were screened (although during lunch time). The closing film The cat and the canary (1927) did not appear to have artistic pretensions. This impression is supported by the text in the catalogue, which is an import factor in shaping the expectations of the audience. There were more examples of run-of-the-mill products that were not intended to be part of any canon, then or now. They were screened – I guess – simply because they still existed, through restauration. To me, admittedly not a connaisseur, among those were some really interesting films like Phil-for-short (1919), Boireau, bonhomme de pain d’epice (1913) or The Flapper (1920). They offered an insight into the sorts of unassuming products regular film audiences would watch on a daily or weekly basis.

Other programmes unmistakably were part of canonisation projects. Which need not be a bad thing at all, as an unevitable process, necessary to give form and meaning to an otherwise endless corpus of surviving films. This is a complicated process in which a festival such as Pordenone plays a significant role. In selecting the programme, but also in creating expectations in the catalogue descriptions. Starting with Dziga Vertov, he was without any doubt already part of the existing filmhistorical canon. This position was reinforced by screening almost his entire (silent) oeuvre, exactly by treating it as an oeuvre to begin with. But it was placed into a wider context. Some films were not exactly masterpieces. A few other films by his contemporaries were screened, although I think this comparative part of the programme might have been extended somewhat more, to get an idea in which mental climate Vertov worked. But that would probably have overloaded the already vast programme. So on the one hand Vertov was presented as a highly gifted artist, creating an instant army of vertovians, who wouldn’t miss a single reel of their champion’s footage. And on the other hand his position was nuanced, although in my opinion only slightly. I cannot get away from the impression that a genuinely critical discussion did not take place in the sense that no one questioned Vertov’s place in the canon. But perhaps that would be silly to expect or even desire in the first place. 

Yuri Tsivian described a ‘totally stupid critic’, contemporary of Vertov, that interpreted his The eleventh year (1928) the wrong way (2004 catalogue page 60). I wonder if one could really blame the majority of Russians in 1928, or even specialists such as film journalists, for misinterpreting the avantgarde editing style by Vertov? But Tsivian even mockingly suggests the poor critic ‘deserves to be killed’! Instead I think it would be more significant to analyse how some critics and other viewers (mis?)interpreted Vertov’s films. This could lead to a better understanding of the actual receptions of his work, compared to the interpretations Vertov aimed for. Why would we need to be interested in the ideas Vertov attempted to spread, if nobody understood them correctly or was interested in them at all?

In the book Lines of resistance. Dziga Vertov and the twenties that was presented during the festival, Tsivian collected many different voices on Vertov and his work by contemporaries, thus offering an opportunity to study the varying responses to the films. This time no one appears to receive posthumous capital punishment by the editor, Tsivian allows the texts to speak for themselves. The aim of the book is to rehistoricize Vertov’s work in the context of the  discussions in his time. The wide spectrum of opinions adds to the impression that Vertov’s work, although propagated as proletarian, was primarily appreciated by a cultural and intellectual elite. This paradox applied to many avant-garde artists of that period.

An illustration of this point is the so-called ‘unskilled worker’ Biurobina who ventilated his dismay in party newspaper Pravda over the fact that no Kino-Pravda newsreels were to be found in the Moscow theatres (p. 80). Only Harry Piel and decadent female film stars, who ‘left nothing but wind in the viewer’s head.’ This attempt to propagandise Vertov’s praise of ‘our great teacher and leader Vladimir Ilich Lenin’, did not hide the fact that most Moscovites apparently preferred unpretentious amusement films, just like anywhere else in the world. Did the ordinary Russian enjoy or understand Vertov’s work? To answer that question qualitative sources most probably are lacking, but we might get a general idea from the distribution figures of his films. Where did they show? How were they distributed? Did they yield profits? Unfortunately Tsivian does not supply any of these earthly facts in his ontroduction, which would have furthered his decent cause: embedding Vertov’s films in their historical background.

Another canonisation project was even more explicit. The British silent film of the 1920s had unjustly been excluded from the canon, ‘a great black hole’ as Bryony Dixon called it in the catalogue (page 79). The programme presented at the festival was aimed at countering the immense condescension by Truffaut who supposedly had branded British cinema a ‘contradictio in terminis’. By the way, it goes without saying that the Mitchell & Kenyon collection contributes to filling in another gap in British – and international – film history by calling attention to enchanting examples of early local film production. In these films the line between viewer and viewee used to be blurred, spectators visited the theatre to look at themselves and their fellow citizens. 

The Asquith films were an interesting contribution to the noble objective of rewriting British film history. In two of his films screened, Asquith depicted the cinema audience, which inspires to a further juxtaposition of the historical and the present day audience. First, in Shooting stars (1928), the male protagonist (Brian Aherne) plays a British film star. Fleeing the reality of his unhappy marriage to an adulterous movie diva, he decides to visit a cinema theatre. In the (silent) melodrama he walks into, the hero is just in time to knock down the villain and save the damsel. ‘I wish life was like the movies,’ our movie-hero/spectator sighs. Aherne is depicted completely absorbed in the story on screen, Asquith shows the concentrated expression on the faces of the audience members. Not only in this auditorium, but also the crowds standing at the outdoor filmset, are all explicitly shown laughing at the slapstick performances, totally involved in the spectacle. Is that how Asquith expected his audience to behave: concentrated and involved (and in accordance with the classical model of the spectator)?

The second instance where the cinema audience performed in an Asquith picture (A cottage on Dartmoor, 1929/30), was one of the highlights of the festival. Not only because of the magnificent scene shortly described below and the musical performance, but also because the composed Pordenone audience seemed to forget itself, and responded to the direct address Asquith made to his viewers, bridging the decades in between. The scene: a couple visits the talkies in the ‘Elite Theatre’. A jealous third party is seated a few rows behind and watches the twosome closely. Asquith also introduces other characters in the theatre audience. There is the two young boys, who are very actively responding to the film, laughing and clapping. A deaf lady repeatedly asks what is going on on the screen; in the horn put to her ear she is anwered by a friend that accompanies her.

Then, when the shorts are over, the main programme starts: the sound film. The musicians put down their instruments, start eating, drinking and smoking, even playing cards. This scene originally had a sound track, that is presently missing. The Pordenone pianist, I believe it was Stephen Horne, inventively stopped playing completely, joining his collegues in the film. The silence awarded the remainder of the scene a hightened intensity, and also gave more prominence to the audiences’ responses, in both the fictional and the real auditorium. Asquith subsequently showed the changed attitude of the spectators towards the sound film, compared to its silent predecessor. The enthousiastically clapping and shouting two boys suddenly restrained themselves. Their loudness appeared to be a disturbance to others. The same goes for the deaf lady. In the talkies obviously it was more important to actually hear the soundtrack in order to follow the story, where a mute film was able to narrate with strictly visual methods. But the lady’s friend is embarrassed to recount the whole film to her deaf companion. The talkie is disciplining its audience, changing its behaviour. And finally also absorbing it. The boys, the couple, all members of the audience become enthralled by the picture. Except for one man, who falls asleep, snoring. In the silence of the Zancanaro Theatre, where the pianist still let the scene speak for itself, one spectator made a loud snoring sound. This tiny act of rebellion, the laughter that followed it, and the spontaneous applause for the musician’s resourcefulness, briefly broke the silence of the serious, analytical Pordenone spectators and revealed the moviegoers underneath.






I would like to thank Jonah Horwitz for his helpful comments on an earlier version.
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